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COVID-19 drama Act 3: even more disruption and higher rates 

A new outbreak of the Delta (or Indian) variant of the COVID-19 virus in the 
Pearl River Delta has created unseen congestion problems in the port of Yanti-
an. These problems exclude any ‘back to normal’ for the liner shipping industry 
in the months to come. 

The perspective of even more disruptions during the upcoming peak season is 
pushing the already sky-high rates to stratospheric levels. The Shanghai Con-
tainerized Freight Index (SCFI) reached over 3,700 points last Friday 11 June 
and spot freight rates from Shanghai to North Europe, the Mediterranean, the 
US East Coast, South America, West Africa, South Africa and the Arab Gulf are 
now all at record highs. 

Yantian International Container Terminals (YICT) has been operating at only 
30% capacity of its shoreside capacity in the past weeks after implementing 
preventative working procedures to avoid further circulation of the virus.  

YICT is the largest container terminal in Shenzhen, where all terminals together 
handled 13.5 Mteu last year (or 37,000 teu on average per day). 

As only seven berths for mainline vessels are in use now at YICT (40 - 45% of 
normal capacity) the queue of wating container vessels is rapidly building up, 
with some seventy ships already waiting for a berth.  

Maersk expects waiting times of up to 16 days, which is heavily disrupting 
schedules and impacting 19 of its mainline services. 
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All the major carriers have started to skip Yantian calls covering tens 
of specific voyages, and Maersk has already removed all Yantian 
calls from the schedule of eight of its liner services in June. 

The congestion in Yantian can be seen as the start of the third act in 
the COVID-19 drama. Act 1 started with the outbreak of the corona 
virus in early 2020 in China, leading to the closure of Chinese facto-
ries. When the COVID-19 virus reached the Western world, cargo de-
mand on the big East West trades dropped significantly. 

The massive blanking of voyages and the suspension of whole loops 
as from April 2020 prevented spot freight rates from collapsing, as 
shown in our chart of the week on page 1. 

Act II 

The second act of the COVID-19 drama turned out to be a pleas-
ant surprise for the carriers as increased e-commerce and demand 
for consumer goods hygiene products resulted in a huge surge in car-
go demand. This demand was first felt on the Transpacific at mid-
year and then on Asia—Europe as from Q3.  

The boom in cargo volumes in combination with COVID-19 labour is-
sues resulted in port congestion soaking up a lot of fleet capacity. 
This in turn, pushed spot freight rates to record levels. 

Q1 of this year looked to become a turning point as rates on the East-
West routes started softening. However, the Suez Canal obstruction 
in the last week of March brought a surprising end of the second act, 
as schedules were disrupted and rates started climbing again.  

Act III 

The third act of the COVID-19 tragedy starts just as the first with new 
COVID-19 cases in China, but that’s where the comparison ends. Car-
riers are still struggling with a shortage of ships and equipment and 
have no slack capacity to cope with even more congestion or a peak 
in volumes. 

It’s obvious that the Yantian congestion will wreak even more havoc 
on schedules than the Suez obstruction, as many more ships are im-
pacted. The Suez Canal was only closed for 6.5 days, while there’s no 
end in sight yet for the operational problems in the port of Yantian. 

Another huge difference between now and early 2020 are the spot 
freight rate levels. Shanghai—North Europe average rates now stand 
at over USD 12,700/feu, compared to USD 2,000 in January 2020.  

Rates between Shanghai and the USEC increased in the same period 
from USD 2,900 to over USD 8,500/feu last week. 
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